Perform Better

KENRAY ACCESSORIES
KENRAY offers a selection of ancillary
products and solutions to
complement the range of forming sets
we supply to the packaging industry.
Gas flushing
Dust extraction
Block bottom extensions
Removable prongs
Mechanical spreaders
Integral cones and top chutes
PTFE side strips
Pokers
Multiple options of tape available

Years of engineering
expertise and innovation
means KENRAY can
provide all the accessories
for your packaging needs.

Accuracy and Reliability
for over 30 years.

Years of forming set engineering expertise and innovation means KENRAY
can provide all the accessories for your packaging machine needs. We
provide a one-stop-shop for all of your forming set requirements, offering
KENRAY customers access to world-class formers as well as accessories
from one single source.
Even with the highest quality of forming sets, belts, knives and jaws will
eventually wear down. When these packaging machine accessories start
to show signs of wear, it can delay or stop your production – so, we offer
a wide range of forming set spare parts for quick delivery to keep your
packaging production on track.
We offer quick delivery options to help reduce your production downtime.
International shipping is also available, so production and packaging
plants around the world can rely on us to help maintain the efficiency of
their formers.

For more information please contact:

Telephone: +44 (0) 1530 400 100

www.kenrayglobal.com

Email: perform@kenrayglobal.com

Total forming solutions
Forming sets
Former repairs
Cutting knives
Sealing jaws
Draw-down belts
Former accessories

The world’s biggest brands and OEMs choose KENRAY formers
for better performance and profit.
Shouldn’t you?
KENRAY are recognised as
the global authority on the
development and manufacture
of formers and solutions for the
packaging industry.

Our key area of expertise is the
innovative design in forming sets for
vertical form fill and seal packaging
machines. Renowned for value
added service, consistency of
design, extensive testing procedures
and accuracy in manufacturing:
KENRAY are the partners of choice
for companies around the world
within the food and pharmaceutical
packaging sector.

Our forward-thinking engineering
ensures inter-changeability and
repeatability. It is this precision
that continues to endorse
KENRAY’s position as the Global
Leader in this market today.
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